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Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of sound source
separation from a multichannel microphone array capture via
estimation of source spatial covariance matrix (SCM) of a short-
time Fourier transformed mixture signal. In many conventional
audio separation algorithms the source mixing parameter esti-
mation is done separately for each frequency thus making them
prone to errors and leading to suboptimal source estimates. In
this paper we propose a SCM model which consists of a weighted
sum of direction of arrival (DoA) kernels and estimate only the
weights dependent on the source directions. In the proposed
algorithm, the spatial properties of the sources become jointly
optimized over all frequencies, leading to more coherent source
estimates and mitigating the effect of spatial aliasing at high
frequencies. The proposed SCM model is combined with a linear
model for magnitudes and the parameter estimation is formulated
in a complex-valued non-negative matrix factorization (CNMF)
framework. Simulations consist of recordings done with a hand-
held device sized array having multiple microphones embedded
inside the device casing. Separation quality of the proposed
algorithm is shown to exceed the performance of existing state
of the art separation methods with two sources when evaluated
by objective separation quality metrics.

Index Terms—multichannel source separation, spatial covari-
ance models, non-negative matrix factorization, direction of
arrival estimation, array signal processing

I. INTRODUCTION

WHEN recording an auditory scene using one or multiple

microphones, it is preferred that the sound source

dependent information can be separated for the uses of great

variety of subsequent audio processing tasks. The examples of

such applications include spatial audio coding (SAC) [1], [2],

3D sound analysis and synthesis [3], and signal enhancement

for various purposes, such as automatic speech recognition

(ASR) [4], [5]. When no prior information of the sources

involved in the capture is available, the process is called blind

source separation (BSS). The BSS problem in the case of

spatial audio captures consist of decomposing the multichannel

mixture signal into source signals and representing information

about their spatial position or response from their originating

location to each receiving microphone.

A well known BSS approach is the independent component

analysis (ICA) [6] applied separately at each frequency of a

short-time Fourier transformed (STFT) array input. It leads

to an arbitrary frequency-wise source ordering referred to as

the permutation problem. Source permutation is usually solved
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based on time difference of arrival (TDoA) interpretation

of ICA mixing parameters [7]–[9]. The TDoAs calculated

from phase differences become ambiguous when the frequency

exceeds the spatial aliasing limit, which corresponds to a

wavelength greater than half of the microphone spacing. As

a result, the TDoAs cannot be directly utilized in solving

the permutation problem for high frequencies. Additionally,

the ICA parameters for a single source concatenated over

frequency do not explicitly have a connection to the spatial

position of a source but only to the phase difference caused

by it. Separation methods directly utilizing TDoAs between

microphones and creating time-frequency separation masks by

clustering the measured TDoAs at each frequency include for

example DUET [10] and binwise clustering [11].

More recently, methods based on finding spectrally redun-

dant parts by non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [12]–

[14] have been proposed for separation of sound sources both

with single [15], [16] and multichannel mixtures [17]–[20].

NMF is applied in the magnitude spectrogram domain and it

finds an approximation of the mixture spectrogram using a

linear combination of components that have a fixed spectrum

and time-dependent gain. In the NMF separation framework

the spatial properties of the sources can be modeled using a

spatial covariance matrix (SCM) for each source at each STFT

frequency bin [18]–[22]. Such extensions are hereafter referred

to as complex-valued NMF (CNMF). The SCM denotes the

mixing of the sources by magnitude and phase differences

between the recorded channels, and is not dependent on the

absolute phase of the source signal. Additionally, non-negative

tensor factorization with spatial cues based on the magnitude

panning of sources have been proposed in [23].

The CNMF algorithms [19]–[21] estimate unconstrained

SCMs at each frequency, thus relying on the ability of the

NMF magnitude model to separate repetitive parts that cor-

respond to sources at a single spatial location. In the case of

spectrally similar sources, for example two speakers, a single

NMF component and the corresponding SCM can end up

representing both the sources at different spatial locations. In

such case, the estimated parameters cannot provide separation

of the two sources. Spatial aliasing makes the algorithm prone

to SCM estimation errors and separation is dependent on

the magnitude model separation abilities. The CNMF method

proposed in [18] assigns a fixed number of NMF components

per source but it is reported to have a poor separation quality

without an oracle initialization of the source parameters.

A spatial signal processing field of beamforming [24] can

also be considered as a separation technique. The simplest

design is the delay and sum beamformer (DSBF), which

consists of time aligning and summing the microphone signals.
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The alignment correspond to a time delay caused by the

target DoA, i.e. beamformer look direction, and the sources

originating from this direction become enhanced. Other types

of beamformers, such as the minimum variance distortionless

(MVDR) beamformer, aim at suppressing and canceling inter-

fering signals originating from other than the beamformer look

direction. More recent advances in beamforming are based on

adaptively estimating the noise characteristics and designing

blocking matrix for the general sidelobe canceller structure

[25], [26].

Beamforming methods assume that the geometry of the

array is known and require a high number of microphones

to work efficiently, to form a narrow beam that is useful for

source separation. This is conventionally only achieved with

physically large arrays. Beamformers also suffer from spatial

aliasing which causes signal amplification from undesired

source directions, i.e. peaks in the sidelobe structure. An

emerging approach for beamforming based source separation

is spherical array beamforming [27], [28] where a high number

of densely spaced sensors in a physically small sphere is used

to obtain uniform directivity properties towards every look

direction.

In this paper we propose a novel BSS method that combines

SCM estimation by beamforming-inspired DoA kernels and

object-based signal analysis using NMF. We propose to model

the source SCMs as the weighted combination of DoA kernels

and the magnitudes of sources by the NMF. The DoA kernels

represent the phase difference between array channels caused

by a single source TDoA at a certain spatial position. The main

benefit of the method comes from making the connection be-

tween the SCMs at each frequency by representing SCMs over

frequency as a weighted sum of DoA kernels thus avoiding

source and frequency ambiguity issues. By only estimating

direction-dependent weights for the DoA kernels of each

source, the proposed SCM model is jointly optimized over

all frequencies, and produces better estimates of the source

SCMs. The direction weights estimation also mitigates the

effect of spatial aliasing in high frequencies due the estimation

algorithm taking into account phase difference evidence across

frequency by single time delays of individual DoA kernels.

The NMF components represent parts of the sources by

estimating repetitive magnitude structures from the mixture

signal. Components sharing the same spatial position are

assumed to originate from the same source and can be thus

linked together by simple clustering applied on the estimated

direction weights. In addition to doing separation of sources,

the method produces a parameterization of their spatial prop-

erties, and can therefore be used in 3D sound synthesis of the

recorded mixture.

We evaluate the separation quality of the proposed method

against the reference CNMF approach [19] and frequency-

domain ICA [8], [29]. The simulations are done using a small

microphone array consisting of four microphones enclosed in

a casing similar in size to a hand-held mobile device. The

evaluation is based on objective separation quality metrics

proposed in [30], [31] and perceptually motivated metrics [32].

The proposed method is shown to produce considerably better

separation quality over the conventional methods.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section

II we present the background of spatial audio processing

for sound source separation. The general principle of the

proposed SCM model as a superposition of DoA kernels

is presented in Section III. Formulation of the proposed

SCM model into the CNMF framework and update rules for

the model parameter optimization are presented in Section

IV. The source reconstruction based on clustering of DoA

kernel weights is presented in Section V. The simulations

and separation evaluation are given in Section VI. In Section

VII we discuss future work for improving the proposed SCM

model and 3D sound synthesis using the proposed spatial audio

parameterization.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section we define the problem of the sound source

separation with spatial audio captures and present the spatial

processing background for the proposed SCM model and

CNMF algorithm it is used with. The section consist of stating

the source mixing model in Section II-A, definition of the

signal representation and the spatial covariance matrices, in

Section II-B, and interpretation of the convolutive mixing

model in the spatial covariance domain in Section II-C.

A. Source Mixing Model

In time domain an array capture consists of a mixture of

sound sources convolved with their spatial responses. The

mixing model can be described as

x̃m(t) =

K
∑

k=1

∑

τ

hmk(τ)sk(t− τ) (1)

where the mixture x̃m(t) consists of k = 1...K sources

captured by microphones m = 1...M , and the time-domain

sample index is denoted by t. The spatial response from source

k to microphone m is represented by a mixing filter hmk(τ)
and the single-channel source signals are denoted by sk(t).
The convolutive mixing model (1) can be approximated in

the STFT domain by instantaneous mixing at each frequency

bin as

xil ≈
K
∑

k=1

hiksilk =
K
∑

k=1

yilk (2)

where xil = [xil1, . . . , xilM ]T is the STFT of the capture

x̃m(t) with analysis window length of N = 2I−1, the positive
DFT bin frequencies are denoted by i = 1...I and the STFT

frame index by l = 1...L. The frequency-domain mixing filter

is denoted at each frequency bin by hik = [hik1, . . . , hikM ]T

and the STFTs of the sources are denoted by silk. The spatial

images of the sources are denoted as yilk = hiksilk, which
are the source signals as seen by the array, i.e. convolved with

their spatial impulse responses. The effective length of the

mixing filter hmk(τ) can be several hundreds of milliseconds

but its approximation in frequency domain with an analysis

window length of tens of milliseconds works well in practice

due to the negligible energy after the main reverberant part of

the source spatial response.
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B. Signal Representation

The proposed method uses SCMs calculated at each time-

frequency point as the signal representation. Spatial covariance

calculation translates the absolute phase of the mixture to a

phase difference between each microphone pair. In the CNMF

work by Sawada et. al [19] it was proposed that for the

calculation of the SCMs a magnitude square-rooted version of

the array capture is used. This ensures that the nonnegative part

in the diagonal of the SCM, modeled by the NMF, contains the

magnitude spectrum of the mixture and the individual source

spectra are approximately additive.

The magnitude square-rooted version x̂il of the capture

xil = [xil1, . . . xilM ]T for a time-frequency point (i, l) is

obtained as

x̂il = [|xil1|
1/2 sign(xil1), . . . , |xilM |

1/2 sign(xilM )]T (3)

where sign(z) = z/|z| is the signum function for complex

numbers. The SCM for a single time-frequency point is

obtained from the array capture vector x̂il = [x̂il1, . . . , x̂ilM ]T

as outer product

Xil = x̂ilx̂
H
il , (4)

where H stands for Hermitian transpose. Matrices Xil ∈
C

M×M for each time frequency point (i, l) point consist

of observation magnitude |xil| = [|xil1|, . . . , |xilM |]
T in its

diagonal [Xil]nn, and off-diagonal values [Xil]nm, n 6= m
represent the magnitude correlation and phase difference

|xilnxilm|
1/2 sign(xilnx

∗

ilm) between each microphone pair

(n,m).

C. Convolutive Mixing Model in Spatial Covariance Domain

The convolutive mixing model defined in Equation (2) can

be expressed in the SCM domain by replacing each term by its

covariance counterpart. The SCM domain mixing is expressed

as

Xil ≈

K
∑

k=1

Hikŝilk =

K
∑

k=1

Silk, (5)

where Hik is the spatial covariance matrix for each source at

each frequency and ŝilk is the corresponding source magnitude

spectrum.

The matrix Hik ∈ C
M×M denotes the source spatial re-

sponse hik expressed in the form of covariance matrix hikh
H
ik.

The complex-valued monoaural source spectrogram silk in the

SCM domain results to a real-valued power spectrum silksilk.
Due to the square-rooted STFT used to calculate the observed

SCMs, we denote the sources using their magnitude spectra

ŝilk = (silksilk)
1/2. We can approximate the SCMs being

additive since the sources are approximately uncorrelated but

also sparse, meaning that only a single source is to be active

within each time-frequency point [33]. When using the SCM

domain representation defined by Equations (3) - (5), the

absolute phase of the sources is not significant from the

parameter estimation point of view, and we only model the

phase differences between all microphone pairs.

Estimating the source magnitudes ŝilk and the correspond-

ing SCMs denoted by Hik by turn would provide the de-

sired BSS properties. However estimating Hik jointly over

all frequencies requires a model that ties together the phase

difference over frequencies, which is a difficult constraint to

be included in the parameter estimation. For the CNMF-based

source separation the SCM estimation proposed in [19] relies

on the NMF model to enforce magnitudes ŝilk to correspond to

a single source, which is assumed to yield an estimate of Hik

associated to a single source. A direct estimation of the source

SCM and variances at each frequency is done for example

in [34], but it again requires solving the frequency-wise

permutation. The covariance estimation strategy from [34]

with NMF as a source magnitude model has been proposed

in [22], thus avoiding permutation ambiguity. However, in

both cases the spatial properties estimated separately for each

STFT frequency bin i do not utilize the fact that the SCM

properties are connected by the TDoA of the direct path and

early reflections.

III. PROPOSED SPATIAL COVARIANCE MATRIX MODEL BY

SUPERPOSITION OF DOA KERNELS

In the case of direct path propagation or anechoic condi-

tions, the source direction with respect to a receiving array

corresponds to a specific time delay between the microphones.

In beamforming, the TDoA defined by the look direction

of a beamformer is used to align the received microphone

signals in order to enhance sources originating from the look

direction. A single TDoA determines the desired phase differ-

ence over frequencies, making the beamformer implemented

in the frequency domain able to integrate source evidence over

the whole frequency spectrum. Such a concept has not been

widely utilized in BSS since it is difficult to include it to the

parameter estimation, and the spatial aliasing makes the delays

unambiguous at high frequencies.

The proposed DoA-based SCM model can be used to unify

the STFT bin dependencies when estimating the source spatial

responses, and to avoid optimizing the model parameters

individually for each frequency. The difference of the proposed

source separation algorithm to beamforming is that the CNMF

optimization algorithm is set to fit a collection of predefined

DoA kernels (beamforming kernels) to the observed data and

that way to find the most likely DoA of the source in question.

By defining the SCM model using only direction-dependent

parameters, we can utilize the time delay dependency of

the spatial covariance values across frequencies in a CNMF

algorithm framework for estimating the source magnitude and

spatial properties.

A. Time-difference of Arrival

A specific wavefront-arrival direction corresponds to a set of

TDoA values between each microphone pair. The TDoA val-

ues depend on the geometry of the array and the relationship is

shortly explained in the following. We first consider the array

illustrated in Figure 1, where one pair of microphones n and

m lie on the xy-plane at locations n and m, respectively. A

unit vector ko is pointing towards the look direction from the

geometrical center p of the array. For simplicity, we define

that the geometrical center of the array is in the origin of

the Cartesian coordinate system, i.e. p = [0, 0, 0]T . The look
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Fig. 1. Example array geometry consisting of two microphones m and n as
seen from above, source s azimuth angle given as θ.

directions can be denoted in the spherical coordinate system

using elevation θ ∈ [0, π], azimuth ϕ ∈ [0, 2π] and fixed

radius of r = 1. We define ranges of −90◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦ and

0◦ ≤ ϕ ≤ 360◦ for elevation and azimuth, respectively.

Assuming the far field model, i.e. the wavefront being planar

when arriving to the array, we can write the TDoA of the

microphone n with respect to array center point p in seconds

as

τn(ko) =
−kT

o (n− p)

v
=
−kT

o n

v
(6)

where v is the speed of sound. Each look direction o = 1 . . . O
translates to a TDoA for each microphone, which further

translates into a phase difference linearly proportional to the

frequency in the STFT domain. The TDoA in Equation (6)

equals to frequency-domain phase difference of −j2πfτn(ko),
where f is the frequency in Hertz. The phase difference is

unambiguous only up to the spatial aliasing frequency f = v
2d ,

where d is the smallest distance between any two microphones

in the array.

We define TDoA between a microphone pair (n,m) as

τnm(ko) = τn(ko) − τm(ko). The phase differences corre-

sponding to the TDoA τnm(ko) between every microphone

pair n = 1 . . .M and m = 1 . . .M are represented as a

matrix Wio ∈ C
M×M for each each STFT frequency index

i = 1 . . . I and each look direction o = 1 . . . O. We define

these to be DoA kernel matrices which are obtained as

[Wio]nm = exp
(

j2πfiτnm(ko)
)

, fi = (i− 1)Fs/N (7)

where the Fs denotes sampling frequency and N is the STFT

length.

B. Superposition of DoA Kernels

Assuming a point source and an anechoic capturing con-

dition, a single DoA kernel would be enough to describe the

SCM of a source. However, because of echoes and diffractions

from surfaces and objects, a more complex model is needed.

For SCM modeling, we propose to use a weighted linear

combination of DoA kernels that uniformly sample a surface

of the unit sphere around the receiving array. The gain of

each DoA kernel describe the signal power emanating from

each sampled look direction around the array.

We define a set of fixed look directions vectors ko that

spatially sample the surface of a unit sphere set around the
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Fig. 2. Look direction vectors approximating uniform sampling of the unit
sphere around the array.

geometrical center p of the array. An example set of the look

direction vectors is illustrated in Figure 2. DoA kernels for

each look direction o = 1 . . . O at each frequency i = 1 . . . I
are denoted using Wio ∈ C

M×M and are calculated according

to Equation (7). Entries of kernel matrices [Wio]nm denote a

TDoA in terms of phase difference expressed as a complex

number for a microphone pair (n,m).
In Section II-C the source spatial image was defined as

Silk = Hikŝilk, consisting of the magnitudes ŝilk and the

mixing defined by the source SCM Hik. The proposed SCM

model equals the weighted superposition of multiple DoA

kernels and is given as

Hik =
O
∑

o=1

Wiozko, (8)

where zko are the direction weights corresponding to the DoA

kernels into each look direction.

We want to estimate Hik in such a way that it corresponds

to a single acoustical source over all the STFT frequencies.

This is directly achieved in the proposed SCM model by

estimating the spatial weights zko which are independent of

frequency. The definition of the DoA kernels in Equation (7)

directly takes into account the frequency dependencies that a

certain source DoA causes through a single TDoA. The spatial

weights zko are restricted to be non-negative and they can

be estimated in the CNMF framework with a corresponding

magnitude model for ŝilk as will be shown in Section IV. An

example of the estimated SCM model weights zko for three

sources are illustrated in Figure 3. The illustration depicts

the weighted look direction vectors denoted by zkoko and

the result is projected on to the xy-plane. The experimental

conditions for obtaining Figure 3 is described in Section VI-A.

IV. COMPLEX-VALUED NON-NEGATIVE MATRIX

FACTORIZATION WITH THE PROPOSED SCM MODEL

In this section we present a BSS algorithm that combines

an NMF-based source magnitude model and the DoA kernel

based SCM model which together produce a complex valued

NMF (CNMF) model. The proposed BSS algorithm is able to
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the weighted look direction vectors zkoko of the
estimated SCM model projected on to the xy-plane. Sources are at 0, 90
and 180 degrees in azimuth, pictured above the array, and azimuth increasing
counterclockwise.

jointly estimate source SCMs across frequencies by using the

proposed SCM model and its parameterization of source spa-

tial properties by the direction weights, which are independent

of frequency.

The block diagram of the proposed algorithm is given

in Figure 4. First the STFT is calculated from the time

domain microphone array input and the SCM of each time-

frequency point is calculated as defined in Section II-B.

The SCM representation serves as an input for the CNMF

algorithm. Prior to model parameter estimation a set of DoA

kernels with fixed look directions are constructed as defined

in Section III-A. The DoA kernels are set to sample the

spatial space approximately uniformly around the array. The

CNMF algorithm with the proposed DoA-based SCM model

is applied to estimate the source parameters, i.e. magnitude

spectra and DoA kernel direction weights. In the separation

stage the sources are reconstructed from the mixture signal by

clustering the components obtained by the CNMF to construct

a magnitude mask which is used for obtaining Wiener filter

estimates of the source spatial images.

STFT

Spatial

Covariance 

Matrices

CNMF 

with

DoA Kernels

DoA Kernel 

Design

Array 

Mixture

Separation 

and 

Reconstruction

Reconstructed 

Sources

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the proposed BSS system.

A. CNMF Model for SCM Observations

The proposed spatial model consist of a NMF magnitude

model [13], [14] for the source magnitude spectra denoted by

ŝilk and the DoA kernel based SCM for denoting the spatial

position of the source. In practice, several NMF components

are used for representing one actual acoustic sound source,

but for the algorithm derivation we define that one NMF

component represents one sound source. Later in source signal

reconstruction we will cluster the NMF components based on

their estimated direction weights zko.
The model for SCM observations is obtained by replacing

Hik in Equation (5) by the proposed SCM model defined in

Equation (8) to get

Xil ≈ X̂il =

K
∑

k=1

Hikŝilk =

K
∑

k=1

O
∑

o=1

Wiozkoŝilk. (9)

Source magnitudes ŝilk are to be obtained by the NMF esti-

mation framework. A rank-1 NMF model for the magnitude

spectrogram of a single source k is defined as

ŝilk = tikvkl, tik, vkl ≥ 0, (10)

where column vector t:k contains the spectrum of the source,

and the corresponding row vk: represents its gain in each STFT
frame. The NMF magnitude model with a fixed source spec-

trum is extremely simplified and can only model parts of real

acoustic sources, but serves as an intermediate representation

for the spatial parameter estimation.

Substituting the NMF model (10) into the SCM model (9)

and rearranging the parameters gives us the whole CNMF

model

Xil ≈ X̂il =
K
∑

k=1

O
∑

o=1

Wiozkotikvkl. (11)

Additionally, the CNMF model can be given using the source

SCMs Hik which equals to the model

X̂il =
K
∑

k=1

Hiktikvkl. (12)

Comparing the models defined in Equations (11) and (12), we

observe that the real-valued entries in the diagonal of Hik

are responsible for modeling the absolute source magnitude

level with respect to each channel, and the off-diagonal values

model the cross-channel magnitude and phase difference prop-

erties. This further means that the magnitudes |Wio| combined

with the non-negative weights zko determine the magnitude

difference between the channels.

The DoA kernels generated using Equation (7) have unit

magnitudes and for modeling the magnitude differences be-

tween each channel, the algorithm needs to estimate and

update magnitudes of Wio accordingly. This is due to the fact

that the sources have gain differences with respect to each mi-

crophone. The gain differences are caused by the microphones

being at different distance from the source and the possible

acoustical shade of the array casing which produces direction-

dependent gain even if omnidirectional microphones are used.

While the SCM magnitudes are subject to updating, we keep

the original DoA kernel phase difference the same, i.e. the
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original time delay caused by certain direction of the source. In

this way we retain the frequency dependency when modeling

the phase difference by estimating the frequency independent

spatial weights zko.

B. The CNMF Algorithm

NMF algorithms typically use multiplicative updates it-

eratively in order to minimize a given cost function, for

example the squared Euclidean distance or the Kullback-

Leibler divergence [12]. In this paper we present a method

for obtaining the algorithm updates via auxiliary functions and

EM-algorithm structure similarly as presented in [19].

1) CNMF Cost Function: We aim to minimize the squared

Frobenius norm between the observed Xil and the model X̂il

summed over frequency and time indices, which is defined as

I
∑

i=1

L
∑

l=1

||Xil − X̂il||
2
F . (13)

In [19] the statistical interpretation of the CNMF model error

(13) is shown to be equivalent to the negative log-likelihood

(up to terms independent of the model parameters)

L(W,Z,T,V) =

I
∑

i=1

L
∑

l=1

||Xil −

K
∑

k=1

O
∑

o=1

Wiozkotikvkl||
2
F .

(14)

We use this result in deriving the algorithm update rules for

optimization of the model parameters θ = {W,Z,T,V}. We

introduce latent components Cilko given as

Cilko = Wiozkotikvkl+rilko(Xil−
∑

k,o

Wiozkotikvkl), (15)

where

rilko =
zkotikvkl

x̂il
, x̂il =

∑

k,o

zkotikvkl. (16)

The parameters satisfy
∑

k,o rilko = 1 and rilko > 0. The
latent components obey

K
∑

k=1

O
∑

o=1

Cilko = Xil. (17)

Based on techniques introduced in [19] the negative log-

likelihood (14) can be minimized using an auxiliary function

incorporating the latent components. The auxiliary function is

defined as

L+(W,Z,T,V,C) =
I

∑

i=1

L
∑

l=1

K
∑

k=1

O
∑

o=1

1

rilko
||Cilko −Wiozkotikvkl||

2
F . (18)

According to [19], the likelihood function (18) can be used

for an indirect optimization of (14). This is due to the auxiliary

function having the properties

L(W,Z,T,V) ≤ L+(W,Z,T,V,C) (19)

L(W,Z,T,V) = min
C

L+(W,Z,T,V,C), (20)

which indicate that minimizing L+ with respect to W,Z,T
and V corresponds to the minimization of L which yields

optimization of the model parameters with respect to (13).

Substituting the definition of Cilko in Equation (15) to Equa-

tion (18) makes it equal to original likelihood (14) and allows

indirect optimization of the whole model using the auxiliary

variables.

2) Algorithm Updates for the Non-negative Parameters:

The derivation of the algorithm updates is achieved via partial

derivation of (18) with respect to each model parameter and

setting the derivative to zero. The derivations are given in

Appendix A. For non-negative model parameters zko, tik and

vkl, the following update rules are obtained:

zko ← zko

[

1 +

∑

i,l tikvkltr(EilWio)
∑

i,l tikvklx̂il

]

(21)

tik ← tik

[

1 +

∑

l,o zkovkltr(EilWio)
∑

l,o zkovklx̂il

]

(22)

vkl ← vkl

[

1 +

∑

i,o zkotiktr(EilWio)
∑

i,o zkotikx̂il

]

. (23)

where Eil = Xil −
∑

k,o Wiozkotikvkl is the error of the

model.

3) Algorithm Updates for the SCM Model Parameters:

The optimization of the DoA kernels needs a different update

scheme, since we desire to retain the phase differences of the

predefined kernels but update the relative magnitude differ-

ences. For estimation of the DoA kernel magnitudes we first

derive the update for complex Wio, but restrict the update to

its magnitude.

The update rule for Wio via partial derivation is given in

Appendix A and results to multiplicative update

Ŵio ←Wio

[

∑

l,k

zkotikvklx̂il +
∑

l,k

zkotikvklEil

]

, (24)

where Ŵio is a preliminary update with a modified phase

difference compared to the actual desired update of magnitudes

of Wio.

In particular at the highest frequencies the update (24)

may produce matrices that are not positive semidefinite. For

example, negative values at the diagonal equal to a subtractive

magnitude model even though the model assumes purely

additive sources. Based on [19] to enforce positive semidefinite

matrices an eigenvalue decomposition Ŵio = VDVH is

applied and eigencomponents with negative eigenvalues are

set to zero, denoted as D̂. The positive semidefinite matrices

are obtained as

Ŵio ← VD̂VH . (25)

For the final update of actual DoA kernels Wio we apply

Wio ← |Ŵio| exp(i arg(Wio)), (26)

which only updates the magnitude part of the DoA kernels

and thus the magnitudes of the SCMs.
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4) Parameter Scaling: We constrain the scale of DoA

kernels as

||Wio||F = 1, (27)

which is achieved by applying

Wio ←
Wio

||Wio||F
(28)

after evaluating the final stage of the update given in Equation

(26). The scaling ensures that the SCM part is only respon-

sible of modeling phase differences and relative magnitude

differences between the input channels (diagonal values).

Additionally we introduce following constraints for numer-

ical stability:

O
∑

o=1

z2ko = 1,
L
∑

l=1

v2kl = 1. (29)

The scaling of zko to unity l
2-norm along DoA kernel direction

dimension is compensated by multiplying tik by the same

norm. Similarly, enforcing unity l2-norm to vkl is compensated

by scaling of tik. The scaling of the model parameters is

achieved by applying

âk =
(

L
∑

l=1

v2kl
)1/2

, vkl ←
vkl
âk

, tik ← tikâk (30)

b̂k =
(

O
∑

o=1

z2ko
)1/2

, zko ←
zko

b̂k
, tik ← tik b̂k, (31)

after updates of vkl and zko, respectively.
5) Algorithm Implementation: The proposed CNMF algo-

rithm consists of the following steps.

1) Initialize zko, tik and vkl with random values uniformly

distributed between zero and one.

2) Initialize Wio according to (7) and apply scaling (28).

3) Recalculate magnitude model x̂il according to (16).

4) Update tik according to (22).

5) Recalculate magnitude model x̂il according to (16).

6) Update vkl according to (23).

7) Scale vkl to unity l2-norm and compensate by rescaling

tik as specified in (30).

8) Recalculate magnitude model x̂il according to (16).

9) Update zko according to (21).

10) Scale zko to l2-norm and compensate by rescaling tik
as specified in (31).

11) Recalculate magnitude model x̂il according to (16).

12) Calculate Ŵio according to (24) and enforce it to be

positive semidefinite by (25).

13) Update Wio according to (26) and apply scaling (28).

The algorithm is implemented by repeating steps 3-13 for

a fixed amount of iterations or until the parameter updates

converge.

V. SOURCE RECONSTRUCTION AND DIRECTION WEIGHTS

CLUSTERING

The separation of sources corresponding to whole physical

entities requires clustering the CNMF components that were

earlier interpreted as individual sources. The components span
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Fig. 5. Look direction vectors weighted by the estimated SCM model
parameters for several CNMF components. Vectors denoted by zkoko are
projected on to the xy-plane and illustrated as seen above the array. Experi-
mental conditions are described in Section VI-A.

over frequency, but due to their fixed spectrum over time

they can only model simple audio objects which need to

be clustered based on their spatial orientation. This can be

compared to the clustering of ICA components consisting

of estimates for single frequency bin, whereas the CNMF

components are audio objects that are sematically at a higher

level.

CNMF components originating from the same acoustic

source share similar spatial covariance properties determined

by their spatial weights zko. This is illustrated in Figure 5

which depicts SCM model direction weights for several CNMF

components showing distinct segmentation to sources at three

separate directions. Based on the spatial weight similarity, a

separate clustering algorithm can be used to associate CNMF

components to the acoustic sources.

We propose to use k-means clustering on the spatial weights

zko. Each zk,: acts as a feature vector and we apply k-means

clustering with the cluster count being equal to the number

of acoustic sound sources which is defined by the user of

the algorithm. We now define the acoustic source index as
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Fig. 6. Direction weights zko for sources 1, 2 and 3 determined by proposed
clustering are illustrated in separated rows. The weights zko for multiple
components k overlaid in each row have a similar peak structure determined
by the spatial position of the source.

q = 1 . . . Q. As a result from clustering we get binary cluster

decision bqk denoting component k belonging to a source q.
An example of direction weights associated to three different

sources are illustrated in Figure 6 and direction weights for

multiple components k associated to each source are plotted

on separate rows. The weights in Figure 6 corresponds to the

ones illustrated in Figure 5 projected to the xy-plane.

The CNMF magnitude model for the magnitude spectro-

gram of an acoustic source q is defined as

silq =
∑

ko

bqkzkotikvkl. (32)

The reconstruction of sources yilq as seen by the array, i.e.

convolved with their spatial impulse response, based on (32)

is given as

yilq = xil

∑

ko bqkzkotikvkl
∑

qko bqkzkotikvkl
, (33)

The time-domain signals are obtained by inverse FFT and

frames are combined by weighted overlap-add.

Any other clustering algorithm or CNMF component to

source linking strategy can be used to estimate either a binary

or a soft decision bqk. We have chosen to use the k-means

clustering using spatial weights as features to demonstrate the

DoA analysis performance of the proposed SCM model. Other

features extracted from the CNMF component parameters such

as spectral similarity and gain behavior over time can be

used in parallel for associating the CNMF components to

the sources to improve the clustering decision [35], [36]. In

Section VI-D we study the performance of the chosen k-means

clustering strategy against oracle clustering based on known

source locations.

VI. SIMULATIONS AND SOURCE SEPARATION

EVALUATION

In this section we evaluate the source separation perfor-

mance of the proposed algorithm. The evaluation consist of

B
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Fig. 7. Capturing room layout, and array and source positions used for
datasets one and two.
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Fig. 8. Simulated room layout for dataset three, microphones illustrated by
gray circles and sources by red circles.

a comparison against conventional BSS methods suitable for

the case of small microphone array captures with a reason-

able amount of reverberation. The separation performance

is determined by objective measures, the signal-to-distortion

ratio (SDR), image-to-spatial distortion ratio (ISR), signal-

to-interference ratio (SIR), and signal-to-artefact ratio (SAR).

Additionally, perceptually motivated scores proposed in [32]

are reported.

A. Evaluation Datasets

For evaluation purposes, a set of room impulse responses

(RIR) were measured in a regular meeting room by using

an array consisting of four Sennheiser MKE2 omnidirectional

condensator microphones inside a metal casing similar to a

regular hand-held device. The room dimensions were 7.95 m

x 4.90 m x 3.25 m and the reverberation time averaged over

all the impulse responses from all locations was T60 = 350
ms. For obtaining the RIRs, an MLS sequence of order 18

was played using a Genelec 1029 monitor loudspeaker and

captured using the array. The room layout and angles of the

speaker with respect to the array are given in Figure 7. The

angles of the speakers were 0, 45, 90, 135, 180 or 305 degrees,

the height of the speaker was set to 1.40 m and the array was

placed on a tripod with elevation of 1.08 m. The distance

of the loudspeaker to the array was approximately 1.50 m.

The microphone locations are given in Table I and the array

geometry with a reference axis is illustrated in Figure 9. The

spatial aliasing frequency for the given array is 1563 Hz.
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Mic x (mm) y (mm) z (mm)

1 0 -46 6
2 -22 -8 6
3 22 -8 6
4 0 61 -18

TABLE I
GEOMETRY OF THE ARRAY USED FOR EVALUATION.
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Fig. 9. Array geometry and reference axis.

The test material was generated by convolving the source-

to-array RIRs with varying anechoic source material. The

material consist of samples of male and female speech, pop

music and various everyday noise sources as listed in Tables

II and III. The length of the signals is 10 seconds and original

sampling frequency of 48 kHz was downsampled to Fs = 24
kHz to reduce the computational complexity. The produced

spatial images of sources were summed to obtain an array

mixture containing specific sources at specific angles.

Datasets with two and three simultaneous sources were

generated, referred as dataset one and two respectively. The

datasets consist of cases which refer to combination of dif-

ferent types of sources which are described in Tables II and

III. For all cases a set of angles were used which are given

in Table IV. The case and angle combinations result to 48

different mixture signals for two simultaneous sources and

42 different mixture signals for three simultaneous sources.

It results to eight and seven minutes of evaluation material for

datasets one and two, respectively.

Additionally, a simulated room with dimensions of 7 m x 4

m x 3 m was generated using a room simulator based on the

source-image method [37]. The simulated room was used to

study separation of two sources as the function of the angular

spacing between the sources, starting from 15◦ spacing to 90◦

with 15◦ increments. The array was rotated 5◦ to prevent any

special geometry of it being parallel to the walls, and the first

source is located at 8◦ with respect to the reference axis of

the array. Distance of sources to the array center is 3 m. The

source types used were the same as given in Table II and the

corresponding angles are reported in Table IV. The simulated

room is illustrated in Figure 8. The target reverberation time

was set to 300 ms and the default reflection coefficients for

surfaces were used. This test material is referred to as dataset

three.

B. Evaluated Methods and Algorithm Parameters

The evaluated algorithms are the proposed CNMF with

the DoA kernel based SCM model, the baseline CNMF with

Case Source 1 Source 2

1 music 1 music 2
2 male speech 1 power drill
3 male speech 2 hairdryer
4 male speech 3 music 1
5 male speech 1 male speech 2
6 male speech 3 female speech 1
7 female speech 1 movie trailer
8 male speech 2 vacuum cleaner

TABLE II
DESCRIPTION OF SOURCES IN EACH CASE IN DATASET WITH TWO

SIMULTANEOUS SOURCES.

Case Source 1 Source 2 Source 3

1 music 1 music 2 music 3
2 male speech 1 music 1 movie trailer
3 male speech 1 male speech 3 power drill
4 male speech 2 female speech 1 hairdryer
5 male speech 2 male speech 3 music 1
6 male speech 1 male speech 2 female speech 1
7 male speech 2 male speech 3 vacuum cleaner

TABLE III
DESCRIPTION OF SOURCES IN EACH CASE IN DATASET WITH THREE

SIMULTANEOUS SOURCES.

unconstrained SCM estimation [19], fullrank SCM estimation

[34], ICA variant 1 with magnitude envelope permutation

alignment [29] and ICA variant 2 with TDoA permuation

alignment [8]. The baseline CNMF was included in the

evaluated algorithms to prove the advantages of the proposed

DoA kernel based SCM model over the unconstrained SCM

model. The ICA methods were chosen to provide comparison

to a well known and established BSS techniques.

The results for fullrank SCM estimation [34] are only

reported for two sources case. The reference implementation

requiring inverting the estimated source covariance matrices

which in case of low energy at higher frequencies may become

close to singluar and eventually becoming not invertible and

preventing the algorithm to proceed from such a state. In the

case of three sources dataset, majority of the test samples could

not be processed due to the above issue. Additionally, for the

same reason one test signal is omitted from the average scores

of the fullrank SCM estimation method in two sources dataset.

The proposed separation method only requires three pa-

rameters set by the user: the window length, the number

of NMF components and the number of iterations for the

algorithm updates. The parameters were set to similar values

as used in related works [18], [19], and are as follows. The

window length of the short-time Fourier transform was set to

Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3
Angles 1 2 1 2 3 1 2

1 45
◦

90
◦

0
◦

45
◦

90
◦

8
◦

23
◦

2 135
◦

180
◦

45
◦

90
◦

135
◦

8
◦

38
◦

3 0
◦

90
◦

0
◦

45
◦

305
◦

8
◦

53
◦

4 45
◦

135
◦

0
◦

90
◦

180
◦

8
◦

68
◦

5 0
◦

135
◦

0
◦

135
◦

180
◦

8
◦

83
◦

6 45
◦

180
◦

45
◦

135
◦

305
◦

8
◦

98
◦

TABLE IV
ANGLE COMBINATIONS FOR BOTH DATASETS GIVEN IN DEGREES.
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N = 2048 with 50% window overlap, the window function

used was the square root of Hanning window. The number of

NMF components for all the CNMF based algorithms was set

to K = 60 and the algorithms were run for 300 iterations. The

true number of sources was given to the methods. ICA and

fullrank SCM estimation methods use same STFT analysis

parameters given above. For description of the ICA based

separation and its method-specific parameters, please refer to

[29]. Fullrank SCM estimation was run for 20 iterations.

The look direction vectors for the proposed CNMF are

illustrated in Figure 2. It consists of 110 beam directions which

sample the unit sphere surface around the array approximately

uniformly. The lateral resolution at zero elevation, i.e. at

the xy-plane of the array, is 10 degrees, and the different

elevations are at 22.5 degrees spacing. The azimuth resolution

is decreased close to the poles of the unit sphere.

C. Separation Metrics

The evaluation is done by comparing each separated signal

to the spatial images of the original sources and using objec-

tive measures by BSS Eval toolbox [30], [31]. Additionally,

perceptually motivated scores proposed in [32] are reported.

The discussion of the separation performance is mainly

based on signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) and signal to inter-

ference ratio (SIR). The SDR determines how much of the

original signal can be explained by the reconstructed source

estimates. It is known to emphasize frequency bins with high

energy and thus is somewhat dominated by low frequency

content especially in case of music samples. The SDR is,

however, an established evaluation technique for separation

quality comparison. The interference metric SIR determines

the amount of cross-talk, and is therefore a good measure of

how well each algorithm can separate sources.

Other metrics, SAR and ISR, measure the amount of addi-

tional artefacts produced by the separation, and the accuracy

of the spatial image of the reconstructed signals, i.e. how well

the spatial position of the reconstructed sources is preserved

after reconstruction. The used perceptual metrics are overall

perceptual score (OPS), target-related perceptual score (TPS),

Interference-related Perceptual Score (IPS) and artifact-related

perceptual score (APS) [32].

D. Overall Results

The separation scores averaged over all test samples are

given in the Tables V and VI for datasets one and two,

respectively. The last row labeled as ”mixture” contains the

separation metrics evaluated without processing, i.e. calculated

for the mixture signal as input for the evaluation toolbox. The

results show that the proposed method achieves better average

SDR and SIR over the all the compared methods. In the three

source dataset the overall separation scores of all the tested

methods are fairly low which makes the separation improve-

ment of the proposed method less evident as compared to two

sources separation. In the case of three simultaneous sources

the SIR performance of the baseline CNMF goes below the

performance of ICA separation while the proposed method

maintains a better separation with respect to the SIR score.

The proposed method also performs best in reconstructing the

spatial image of the sources in both test sets.

The score regarding added artefacts to the separated signals

measured by the SAR score are lower with the proposed

method when compared to the baseline CNMF. This may be

attributed to the binary clustering of the proposed method.

Faults in the clustering decisions may introduce unwanted

rapid changes in the spectrum of the sources, which produces

artefacts when reconstructed using the phase of the mixture

signal. The baseline CNMF allows soft component-to-source

decisions which prevents the added artefacts by smoother

spectral discrimination between sources but adds unwanted

crosstalk between them. Examples of separated signals from

all the evaluated methods are provided at http://www.cs.tut.fi/

sgn/arg/nikunen/demo/TASLP2013/.

Method SDR [dB] SIR [dB] SAR [dB] ISR [dB]

CNMF proposed 4.59 7.71 10.25 10.29

CNMF baseline 3.57 4.46 11.97 8.31
ICA variant 1 2.86 5.93 9.20 7.87
ICA variant 2 2.03 4.47 8.20 6.95

Fullrank SCM1 3.24 6.06 9.19 8.5
Mixture 0.00 0.05 256.76 23.79

Method OPS TPS IPS APS

CNMF proposed 26.44 45.70 31.15 54.69
CNMF baseline 16.36 37.13 17.36 64.01

ICA variant 1 22.81 46.63 29.99 53.84
ICA variant 2 23.81 46.22 27.83 52.66

Fullrank SCM1 25.17 48.66 33.67 56.86

TABLE V
SEPARATION METRICS FOR DATASET WITH TWO SOURCES.

Method SDR [dB] SIR [dB] SAR [dB] ISR [dB]

CNMF proposed 2.06 4.59 7.92 6.37

CNMF baseline 1.65 -0.10 9.69 4.44
ICA variant 1 1.38 3.14 6.39 5.88
ICA variant 2 0.51 1.33 5.59 4.99

Mixture -3.50 -3.43 251.75 19.62

Method OPS TPS IPS APS

CNMF proposed 21.00 28.51 29.52 40.04
CNMF baseline 17.05 19.64 9.63 45.10
ICA variant 1 26.78 49.03 37.49 43.79
ICA variant 2 23.03 44.25 33.95 42.68

TABLE VI
SEPARATION METRICS FOR DATASET WITH THREE SOURCES.

The separation quality measured by the SDR for different

cases are reported in Figures 10 and 11 for dataset one and

two, respectively. With two simultaneous sources, the proposed

method exceeds the baseline CNMF and ICA based separation

in most cases. Only in one case the proposed method performs

worse than the baseline in terms of the SDR. For very

difficult broad-band noise produced by vacuum cleaner, all

the tested methods fail to produce adequate separation of the

sources. For the three source case, the performance of the

evaluated methods have more deviation. The proposed method

with simple k-means clustering for determining the NMF

component to sources mapping does not produce as constant

separation performance as in the case of only two simultaneous

1One test signal omitted from the averaging, see Section VI-B.
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sources. All the methods fail to provide meaningful separation

except in cases 3 and 5.

The overall perceptual score of the proposed method in the

case of dataset one indicate the best performance among the

tested methods. However, with three simultaneous sources the

ICA variant 1 produces better perceptual scores. This can be

due to the fact that for most of the cases all the tested methods

fail to separate the sources but the reconstruction of sources

with ICA based separation are pleasant sounding despite of

high amount of crosstalk between the sources. The proposed

method in case of faulty component-to-source clustering deci-

sion might produce rapid changes in the spectrum which may

decrease the perceptual quality and associated scores.

The SDRs for dataset three for the proposed CNMF and

baseline CNMF are illustrated in Figure 12 for different

angles for the sources. The results clearly indicate that the

proposed method benefits from the increased angle between

the sources. With the two closest spatial separation of 15

and 30 degrees both the methods produce similar separation

with minor advantage for the proposed method. The separation

score difference increases when the angle between the sources

is increased and starting from 45 degrees the proposed method

produces significant improvement for the SDR score over the

baseline method.

For performance analysis of the k-means clustering of

estimated source spatial weights zko, a comparison to oracle

clustering is provided. The oracle clustering is implemented

by searching for the largest value of zko for each component k
and comparing the azimuth of the found index o to the known

source angular positions, determined by their azimuth. The

component is assigned to the closest known source azimuth.

Using the described oracle clustering we only rely on the

spatial information of the NMF components but eliminate the

effect of possibly faults made by the k-means clustering. The

average SDR with oracle clustering are 5.25 dB and 2.94 dB

for datasets one and two, respectively. The increase from the

k-means clustering are 0.66 dB and 0.88 dB which indicate

that the robustness of the k-means clustering is acceptable.

Additionally, it can be stated that the spatial weights of the

proposed contain the information of the real source spatial

positions.
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Fig. 12. Averaged SDR for different angle between sources in dataset three
with simulated room.

VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

For the evaluation of the proposed algorithm, a method

proposed in [18] that use SCM estimation was also considered.

However, it did not prove to be suitable for the given test case

according to the separation results and thus no exact separation

measures are reported. The lack of any oracle information of

the sources and their mixing to give the algorithm a good

initial starting point is arguably the reason for low separation

performance. Regarding the fullrank SCM estimation [34] of

which only partial separation results were reported, issues in

solving the permutation ambiguity originating from frequency-

wise processing, and the algorithm producing singular SCM

estimates for high frequencies were identified as the reason

for low separation scores. This indicates the difficulty of the

tested case and the efficiency and robustness of the proposed

algorithm in analyzing the source spatial covariance.

The future work related to improving the proposed separa-

tion framework includes investigating better clustering strate-

gies based on the estimated SCM model direction weights. The

k-means clustering does not take into account the geometrical

interpretation of the direction weights but solely treats them as

feature vectors. Also the clustering decision could be included

in the CNMF parameter estimation framework as in done in

[19], [21].

In the development of the proposed SCM model, the com-

putational cost of the model was not considered as a design

parameter and only good separation performance was sought

after. Regarding the computational cost of the model, the

number of DoA kernels used for the SCM model increases the

computational complexity compared to for example [19]. The

average time for performing one iteration with the proposed

method takes approximately 9.2 times longer when compared

to [19]. The result is obtained with a desktop computer

equipped with Intel core2duo E8400 3GHz processor and

no special optimization of codes regarding computational

complexity for either of the algorithms was made. The compu-

tational complexity of the proposed method is approximately

linearly proportional to the number of DoA kernels. For

example, halving the number of DoA kernels from the used

110 directions to 55 directions decreases the factor to 4.8,

when compared to [19]. In general all the CNMF algorithms

based on SCM estimation are computationally heavy as they

require a high number of iterations in order to converge to a

feasible solution.

Reconstruction of the 3D spatial sound field recorded by an

irregular array such as the one used in the evaluation requires

not only the separation of the sources but information regard-

ing the spatial orientation of the sources. Conventional sound

source separation methods do not provide such information,

whereas the proposed algorithm can be directly utilized in

reconstruction of the spatial sound field the array records.

Other soundfield reconstruction methods [38], [39] do not

require separation of the sources but utilize more specialized

array constellations such as B-format arrays or large linear

arrays. For 3D sound field synthesis with the proposed method,

the individual CNMF components of the model can be re-

constructed without the clustering introduced in Section V,

and their direction and spatial spread is determined by the

direction weights of the SCM model. Each CNMF component

could be synthesized individually and panned and positioned

to their analyzed spatial location for example by VBAP [40]

or binaural synthesis by HRTF filtering.
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Fig. 10. Averaged SDR for each case for the dataset with two sources.
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Fig. 11. Averaged SDR for each case for the dataset with three sources.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed a direction of arrival (DoA)

based spatial covariance matrix (SCM) model for the purpose

of spatial sound source separation using complex-valued non-

negative matrix factorization (CNMF). The proposed parame-

terization of the source SCM by direction-dependent weights

allows deriving parameters for the SCM model simultaneously

over all frequencies. This improves the overall converge to a

spatially coherent solution and mitigates the effect of spatial

aliasing which causes problems to many conventional audio

separation algorithms. We have shown the separation perfor-

mance of the proposed algorithm to exceed best performing

conventional methods with various types of audio recorded

by a small microphone array. The proposed method is a novel

approach for spatial parameter estimation in frequency-domain

blind source separation, which makes it interesting concept to

be utilized in different separation model structures.

APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF THE CNMF UPDATE RULES

For the estimation of zko, tik and vkl, we redefine the

likelihood function (18) by expanding the Frobenius form by

using the equality ||A||2 = tr(AHA) into the form

L+(θ) =
∑

i,l,k,o

1

rilko
[||Cilko||

2
F + ||Wio||

2
F z

2
kot

2
ikv

2
kl

− 2zkotikvkltr(CilkoWio)]. (34)

Based on the scaling introduced in (28) the second term

simplifies to z2kot
2
ikv

2
kl.

The partial derivatives of (34) with respect to parameters

zko, tik and vkl are given as

∂L+(θ)

∂zko
=
∑

i,l

2

rilko
[zkot

2
ikv

2
kl − tikvkltr(CilkoWio)] (35)

∂L+(θ)

∂tik
=
∑

l,o

2

rilko
[z2kotikv

2
kl − zkovkltr(CilkoWio)] (36)

∂L+(θ)

∂vkl
=
∑

i,o

2

rilko
[z2kot

2
ikvkl − zkotiktr(CilkoWio)], (37)

where θ = {W,Z,T,V,C}. Setting the derivatives to zero,

substituting rilko with its definition in Equation (16), and

solving the equations with respect to the parameter to be

updated, results to update rules

zko ←

∑

i,l x̂iltr(CilkoWio)
∑

i,l tikvklx̂il
(38)

tik ←

∑

l,o x̂iltr(CilkoWio)
∑

l,o zkovklx̂il
(39)

vkl ←

∑

i,o x̂iltr(CilkoWio)
∑

i,o zkotikx̂il
. (40)

Above updates can be brought into a multiplicative form

(Equations (21) - (23)) by substituting the term in the nu-

merators of the above equations as

x̂iltr(CilkoWio) = zkotikvkl(x̂il + tr(EilWio)) (41)

and applying some trivial manipulations of the equations.

The update rule for the spatial covariance matrices Wio is

obtained via partial derivation of the negative log-likelihood

(18) with respect to Wio which is

∂L+(θ)

∂Wio
=

∑

l,k

2

rilko
(Cilko −Wiozkotikvkl)(−zkotikvkl).

(42)
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Setting the above derivative to zero and substituting rilko with

its definition in Equation (16) results in the update

Ŵio ←

∑

l,k x̂ilCilko
∑

l,k x̂ilzkotikvkl
(43)

Due to the scaling defined in (29) the divisor in the above up-

date can be disregarded. Substituting Cilko with its definition

(15) the above update can be modified into the multiplicative

update given in (24).
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